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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This consultancy reports on the groundwater resources, current utilisation and some water quality
issues in the upper watersheds project area of the Syr Darya and Amu Dar'ya rivers. Data were
collated with the assistance of national agencies in the Republics of Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan. Practically all groundwater development is centred on unconsolidated Quatemary and
Pliocene river valley, piedmont alluvial fan and intemiontaine basin deposits. Although the
complex solid geology serves an important role as adjacent recharge hinterland, most of the
aquifers are located in arid to semi-arid zones, across which flow rives fed by rainfall, snow-melt
or glacier-melt in the upper high mountain catchments. The hydrogeological setting therefore
comprises local lateral recharge combined with inflows from rivers and canal/field irrigation
systems in hydraulic connection with underlying aquifers.
There are no reports of over-abstraction at present development levels. The principal threats to
the groundwater resource lie in Man's activities, and point-source pollution problems associated
with urbanisation, industrial, mining and mineral processing plants have been noted. Although
irrigation is by volume the main consumer of groundwater, its use for public supply is universal,
most urban areas, provincial towns and many rural communities relying exclusively on this
source of domestic and drinking water supply. Consequently protection of aquifers used for
public supply is vital both for public health and economic reasons. Proposals are made for
technical cooperation on groundwater protection, data management and water/wastewater
„ .
licensing issues as part of Phase 2 of the present TAOS WARMAP programme.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background-The Problem
The Aral Sea Basin,a huge inland-draining lake system located in the desert areas of Central
Asia, is centred on the Aral Sea, which was the world's fourth largest lake in area in 1960. The
sea and its surrounding delta areas are suffering a major man-made environmental catastrophe
because inflows from its two main river systems, the Amu Dar'ya and Syr Dar'ya have drastically
diminished as a result of expanded irrigation water use, principally in the lower reaches of both
river systems. Between 1960 and 1993 the sea's level declined at an average rate of 0.5 m/a,
causing a reduction in surface area of nearly 50% and in volume of over 70% [1]. The reduction
in inflow has led not only to the loss of productive fisheries due to a major and continuing
increase in the Aral's salinity, from 10 to over 30 g/1, but also the demise of a regionally
significant navigation and marine transportation system. The effects have been devastating on
the ecologically and economically important wetlands of the two delta systems where• it is
estimated that 85% had disappeared by the late 1980's due to desiccation and subsequent
desertification. A variety of serious public health problems have been reported in the areas
adjacent to the Aral associated either directly with the increase in wind-blown salt and:dust or
with poor water supply and sanitation infrastructure in the irrigated areas [I].
83% of the Aral Sea's drainage basin of 1,800,000 km2is located in the five CIS Central Asian
republics of Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan and Tajikistan (hereafter called
the five basin states) and the remainder in Afghanistan and Iran. Recent assessments of the
predicament of the Aral Sea and its surrounding areas have led to the recognition that the
problems are manifestations of catchment-wide water resource management problems affecting
all five basin states. This has prompted a number of political initiatives which have included:
the signing by all five basin states in February 1992of an agreement on the joint
management and protection of interstate water resources
the signing by all five states in May 1993 of a 10-year agreement on cooperative
efforts to improve the Aral region
the forging of international links with developed countries and requests to
multinational organisations for help with Aral Sea problems
The Water Resources Management and Agricultural Production Programme in the Central Asian
Republics (WARMAP), which is part of the EU-financed Technical Assistance Programme to
the Commonwealth of Independent States and Georgia (TACIS), is one such project directed at
identifying problems in the basin as a whole. More details on the objectives and structure of the
WARMAP Programme, which includes sub-projects throughout the five-state basin area, can be
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found in Reference [11).
1.2 Terms of Reference
The information referred to in this report was collected as Task 6 of Sub-Project 7, whose
general objective is to draw up proposals for mitigation of the numerous environmental,
economic and human health problems that occur in the upper watersheds of the Amu Dar'ya and
Syr Dar'ya catchments. The expected outputs of the Sub-Project comprise the collation and
preliminary assessment of data on a number of environment and economic indicators and a set
of proposals for a second phase to provide appropriate and sustainable measures and guidelines
that can improve the management of the natural and anthropogenicsystems at both national and
regional levels. The terms of reference both for Sub-Project 7 and for this specific input on
groundwater resources and utilisation are set out in Appendices IA and 1B respectively.
Groundwater information was being collated prior to andduring the visit by local professionals
from the principal hydrogeological institutes in Uzbekistan (Uzbekgidrogeologia Corporation)
and Kyrgyzstan (Kyrgyzgidrogeologia Survey), and this report concentrates on data and meetings
from those two republics. It was not possible to establish contact with the Tajik counterpart
organisation at the time of the visit as political unrest in and around Dushanbe prevented
effective contact and any field visits by any project staffto Tajikistan Republic. However some
groundwater data has been collated and provided under the coordination of the Tajikistan
Hydrometeorologival Service. Only a small part of the upper watersheds lies in Kazakhstan
Republic (c.5 % of one Oblast), and for many purposes it can be regarded as an adjunct to
Tashkent Oblast. Some information is provided from the published hydrogeological map of the
Republic. A contact name and institute is given in the list of information sources for future
reference.
2. BRIEF DESCRIPTIONOF SUB-PROJECT7 STUDY AREA
23 Physiography
The upper watersheds area of Sub-Project 7 has been defined for project purposes both
topographically and meteorologically.It comprisesall landabove 800m. in the Amu Dartyaand
Syr Dar'ya river catchments, approximatelycoincidingwith the 50% snowfall probabilityline.
However physiographicallytheareacontainsanumberof intermontainebasinsof which themost
importantis the Fergana Valley (Figure 2.1), and severalof these have a lower elevation than
800m. The project areaof approximately...... km2encompassesall of the territoryof Tajikistan,
much of Kyrgyzstanand significantuplandareasof easternUzbekistanandsouthernKazakhstan.
It is edged to the west and northby the desertsteppesof the Turanlowlands.At the time of the
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visit, comparative maps of the upper watersheds project area and administrative boundaries were
still in preparation, but an approximate indication of the main Oblasts concerned in each
Republic is shown in Table 2.1.
TABLE 2.1 Admini rative rovinces Oblast wi in Sub-Pro.ect 7's area
Republic Oblast Reference Approx. % Oblast


Number within project area






















































Note: very limited areas (<5%) of the Oblasts of Syr Dar'ya and Samarkand (Uzbekistan) and
of Talas and Issyk-Kul (Kyrgyzstan) are also located within Sub-Project 7's area
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2.2 Climate
General information on climate, soils, land-use, agricultural production, water pollution and
water-related public health issues was still being collated at the time of the visit. The amount and
distribution of precipitation in the project area is likely to be extremely variable, as the region
encompasses intermontaine plains (such as Fergana), valleys (such as the Chirchik and Narin
valleys) and piedmont areas, together with both the foothills and main massifs of a number of
important mountain ranges, including the Tien Shan, Pamir, Kyrgyz, and Zerafshan Ranges. Both
elevation and rain-shadow effects will be important in such varied relief However precipitation
as snowfall or rain even in the high ranges is not great; annual values are less than 600•mm/a
over more than 75% of the area of Kyrgyzstan for instance (Figure 2.2), and much of the project
area is likely to have annual rainfall in the range 150-600mm/a. Certainly most of valley axes
and intermontaine plains are arid or semi-arid. Figure 2.3 from a companion project report
[Reference III] shows mean monthly rainfall and potential evapotranspiration 1881-1980 for
Fergana, a central station in the main intermontaine plain. Potential evaporation exceeds rainfall
for 10 months of the year, and even in January and February, with precipitation values less than
25mm/month, the availability of excess rainfall for recharge or runoff is likely to be small in the
intermontaine basins and lower river valleys themselves, where rain-shadow effects are
pronounced. Precipitation is greater at higher elevations; the ranges of 1500-4000m in Djalal-
Abad and eastern Oth in Kyrgyzstan and in western Surkandariya for instance receive more than
800mm/a rain and snowfall.
3. GEOLOGY & HYDROGEOLOGY
3.1 Geology
The project area has an extremely complex geology, encompassingas it does much of one of the
world's most important orogenic belts. Rocks are present at outcrop from the entire stratigraphic
column, from Proterozoic to Quaternary. Intensely folded and faulted cordillera of Lower
Palaeozoic rocks characterise most of the high cordillera in Kyrozstan, south Kazakhstan and
eastern Uzbekistan. The cores of a number of anticlinal ranges and anticlinoria for instance form
the massifs of the Tien Shan and Zerafshan ranges, In northern Kyrgyzstan. the Kyrgyz
mountains represent an extensive area of migmatisation and igneous intrusion which stretches
eastward from Djalal-Aabad Oblast south of Lake Issyk-Kul towards the Tien Shan.
Metamorphism of the shales, siltstones, sandstones, conglomerates, marls and limestones in the
succession has occurred during successive orogenies.
Formations of Mesozoic age occur on the flanks of the major anticlinal systems, and Cretaceous
and Jurassic rocks outcrop extensively in Osit and Namangan/Andijan/FerganaOblast around and
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to the east of the Fergana valley.
The lower slopes and valleys of the entire region are characterised by Quaternary and Pliocene
alluvial and fluvioglacial deposits, which form valley fills, intermontainebasins and coalescing
piedmont alluvial/colluvial fans. These unconsolidated deposits are typically heterogeneous, with
grain sizes ranging from cobbly fanglomerates through pebble beds, gravels, sands, some silts
to clays, the latter being discontinuous but fulfilling an important role as confining/semi-
confining beds. Minor silty loessic beds of eolian origin are also present. In the upper valleys,
these alluvial and fluvioglacial deposits can be extremely thick, due to glacialoverdeepening and
subsequent deposition (eg >400m in the Chirchik valley, Ref IX).
More detail than this rudimentary summary of such a geologically complex region can be found
in Refs IV, VIII and IX.
3.2 Regional hydmgeological setting
The entire project area is located in the Palaeozoic fold region of Central Asia, which has been
classified as one of the principal hydrogeological provinces of the Asian part of the former
Soviet Union [Figure 3.1, Ref VIII]. While the geology is extremely complex, the hydrogeology
can be simplified into two main units, (a) the mountain cordilleras and flanking foothills and (b)
intermontaine basins, river valleys and piedmont alluvial/colluvial fans. Figure 2.4. is a sketch
section typifying the groundwater system and flow/recharge components in the upper watersheds
project area.
3.2.1 Mountain cordilleras and foothills:
This unit comprises all consolidated rocks flanking and underlying unit (b) and includes
formations from upper Mid-Tertiary to Proterozoic age, metasediments and metavolcanics and
all igneous rocks. Although the group comprises a wide variety of different rock types, from
karstic limestones through porous sandstones to dense metamorphics and igneousintrusions, their
hydrogeological role is similar because their occurrence at the higher elevations,topography and
the land-use at these altitudes together make them the precipitation recharge zones for all fresh
groundwater. The most favourable conditions for recharge are cited [Refs.IX, XI, XII] to occur
between the elevations of 1500-3500m, where precipitation, either as rainfall or snowfall is at
a maximum. Cited equivalent recharge values in this zone for Uzbekistanrange from up to 375
mm/a in limestones, 250-280 mm/a in older sedimentary or fractured igneousformations, 95-155
mm/a in metasediments down to 30-95 mm/a in Mesozoic or younger sediments [Ref IX],
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These values appear to be on the high side considering both the precipitation/evapotranspiration
regime and the likely significant runoff component of effective rainfall from steep mountain
slopes. However, a field visit to the small mountain catchmentof Little Chimgan in the Chirchik
valley did lend support to some of these figures. The catchment, located about 10 km south of
the Charvak Reservoir, has an area of about 35-40 km' and comprises bedded limestones against
a granitic intrusion, with the former predominating (seePhoto Figures 2.5A,B). The catchment
ranges from about 1400m to 3300m, and the entirely spring-fed stream' draining the catchment
had a baseflow at the time of the visit (23 July, considerably post-snowrnelt, no antecedent
rainfall for at least 15 days) of about 450 Us. This equates to around 11-13 1/s/km2or 345-
410mm/a although no information is available on the spring recession during the remaining half
of the dry season..
Analysis of mean monthly springflow histograms which have been used to identify the intake
area of a number of spring-fed mountain streams [Refs XI, XII] confirm the general mechanisms
and role of these formations in the groundwater recharge regime. The highest (glacial melt)
recharge areas (at 3200-3500m) have a later peak flow period than snow-melt (2,500-3,200m)
and rainfall/snow-melt (<2500m) altitude/aspect zones; these peak in March/April, May/June and
June/August respectively. For the larger sub-catchments of the Syr Dariya, this would (in a
natural flow regime, uninfluenced by irrigation system withdrawals) have the combined effect
of flattening and extending the baseflow recession as theriver emerged from its upper catchment.
Thus rivers draining the high cordilleras provide extensiveopportunities for groundwater recharge
throughout much of the summer as well as during the autumn rainfall period.
In some karstic terrains and in zones heavily dislocated by faulting, it is reported that spring
flows can be significant; exceptionally yields of 2,000-3,000 l/s have been reported from karst
springs in Narin basin in Kyrgyzstan and of 5-20 Its elsewhere from fracture zones. It is also
possible that in some layered permeable formations deep circulation systems may contribute
groundwater to the unconsolidated aquifers at lower elevationsby upward leakage. In Tajikistan,
Cretaceous/U.Tertiary sandstones and limestones in the northern part of Leninabad Oblast are
cited as one of the 30 principal aquifer systems of the republic.
3.2.2 lntermontaine basins, river valleys and piedmont alluvial/colluvial fans:
This unit comprises all lower slope unconsolidated or poorly consolidated/cemented alluvial,
fluvioglacial glaciolacustrine and eolian deposits (Photo Figures 2.6 A,B,C). Deposits are
generally Quaternary to Pliocene in age, and occur in a number of geornorphologically distinct
IA water sample taken from high-level limestone spring in this catchment had a measured electrical
conductivity (SEC) of 1135pS/ce, equivalent to a total dissolved solids content of about 130 mg/I
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depositional environments. These include sinuous river valley alluvium, intermontaine tectonic
or sedimentary basins, foothill or mountain front alluvial fans, fluvio-glacial eskers, glacial
moraines, colluvium, coarse glacial lake deposits and wind-accumulated bess. Their location at
low altitude, in arid or semi-arid climatic conditions, their frequently coarsegranulometry, their
often high effective porosity and their thickness combine to provide them with the role of storage
medium. These formations accept either lateral recharge as spring flow or runoff from adjacent
(or underlying) consolidated rock formation or vertical recharge as seepage from rivers/canals
or over-irrigated field systems. The volume of such deposits is not known, but an indication of
their relative importance can be assessed from Figure 2.7 which is derived from the
hydrogeological map of Kyrgyzstan. The cumulative area of Quaternary and Pliocene fresh
groundwater-bearing deposits in the republic estimated to be nationally close to 40,000 km2, of
which perhaps 40% is considered irrigable.
In some valleys where glacial deepening has occurred, these deposits can be deep, 100-300m
thick. The Pskent area of the Upper Chirchik basin for instance has artesian and semi-artesian
alluvial/fluvioglacial aquifers at 200-400m depth. So although the lateral widthof the Quaternary
aquifer system can be quite limited away from major intermontaine basins such as the Fergana
and the Narim valleys, saturated aquifer volumes can still be significant.
Quaternary and Pliocene formations are regarded as the principal exploitable aquifers throughout
the upper watersheds of the Syr Dar'ya and Amu Dar'ya basins, being cited exclusively in
Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan and with only one exception in Tajikistan.
Both confined and unconfined conditions are encountered, but it seems likely that in many
locations the Quaternary aquifer is lens-like, with semi-unconfined and semi-confinedconditions
occurring due to lateral impersistence of confining clay beds or mudflow/lahar intercalations.
The system is reported to be prolific, with yields of up to 100 1/sand specific capacities of up
to 50 l/s/m.
It is reported, and was widely considered during meetings and interviews that bed leakage from
rivers/canals and irrigation field losses contribute importantly to recharge, alongside that from
snowmelt streams and lateral inflow. This is a key feature of the groundwater system and should
be considered alongside the observation that there is no evidence from the monitoring systems
in Kygyzstan, Tajikistan or eastemmost Uzbekistan of declining water levels in either the Syr
Dar'ya or Amu Dar'ya basins due to over-abstraction. The latter point wasmade by Dr Tolstihin
and Dr Tarasenko (Chief Hydrogeologist and Chief Geologist at the KyrgyzstanHydrogeological
Survey), in the 1991 review report on groundwater in Kyrgyzstan [X) and in the project local
specialist review for Tajikistan.
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More descriptive detail is given in Refs V, VII, VIII and IX, and a part translation of the
features most salient in the upper watersheds is provided in Appendix U.
4. GROUNDWATER RESOURCES AND THEIR PRESENT UTILISATION
Data on the present status of groundwater development in Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan
were collated by staff at Uzbekgidrogeologia Corporation, Kyrgyzstan Hydrogeological Survey
and Tajik Hydrometeorological Service respectively. These data are provided in detail as
Appendix sets U, K and T. Here only selected informationfro the tables is quoted to provide an
overview on the status of groundwater development in the upper watersheds of these three basin
republics.
4.1 Soviet resourceclassificationsystem
It may be useful first however to describe the resource classification which was adopted under
the Soviet system, which continues as a standard method,and which is rather different from that
utilised in Western Europe. There are 4 classes in the system; A, B, Cl and C2, in decreasing
order of certainty;
This is the quantity at which pilot or production wells have been tested. A typical array
would have both pumping and observation wells, and there would be a constant rate
pumping test of c.6 days duration. A comprehensive file of well information (on aquifer
type, thickness, lithology, static water level, screened section, pumping test results etc)
is usually available. These are used to evaluate aquifer characteristics (transmissivity,
storage coefficient, leakage, boundary conditions) and, together with results of physico-
chemical water analysis, an abstraction regime for development is designed. There is a
high degree of confidence in the cited resource volume, which would be analogous to the
'safe yield' in Western Europe.
B: This is the yield from a number of similar wells in the same area, and the aquifer and
well characteristics are studied less precisely, oftenby extrapolation or interpolation from
nearby test wells. There is no definite relationship between A and B, but the latter is
typically 50% of the former. Together A and B are regarded as proven or certified
resources
C : The Cl value is less borehole-oriented, and comprises an estimate of the available
resource in a more generalised sense. Aquifer discharges are approximated by testing or
extrapolation and techniques may include the Darcy equation to estimate flow through
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aquifer cross-sections. Water quality is assessed but not in respect of its stability over
time. Groundwater abstraction is estimated by analogy with similar areas. CI class can
be regarded as having been assessed but not in detail.
C2: This is the least certain resource volume, and is used for reconnaissance-level estimation
purposes where there are only limited field data available. Hydrologic, meteorologic or
geologic approximations are employed eg estimates of permeability based on probable
average grain size, effective rainfall from precipitation minus pan evaporation. The water
quality is assessed on the basis of single samples. The values of A+B+CI are deducted
from the calculation and the balance is called C2 ie A+B+Cl+C2=EReserves.
This classification is very practical for aquifer development purposes, but some care is needed
in interpreting the resultant totals for total resource estimation, as the global figure will include
both A and C2 values with their widely different degrees of confidence and precision.
4.2 Resourcesand currentuse in KyrgyzstanRepublic
See Appendix Tables KI-K3 which refer to the 3 Oblasts corresponding principally with the Syr
Datya basin. Certified (A+B), assessed (CI) and estimated (C2) resources in 1994 in the 11
principal Quaternary river valley, intermontaine basin or alluvial fan aquifer systems amount to
about 690-700 MCM/a, depending on the data table used, which compares with a national total
for 1991 of about 1865 MCM/a. Most of the balance is likely to be located in the extensive Chiu
piedmont and alluvial plain aquifer around Bishkek, located outside and north of the Syr Dar'ye
Basin. There are several features of note in the water resource and utilisation statistics;
(i) Of the 690-700 MCM/a, about 80% is certified or assessed, so this resource
assessment may be regarded as conservative. This is corroborated by 2 observations;
(a) actual abstraction is 486 MCM/a of which only 263 MCM/a is certified and yet (b)
the Kyrgyz Hydrogeological Survey confirmed that there are no reports of over-
exploitation from any aquifer in Kyrgyzstan. However, it is equally important to note that
much of the resilience of aquifer levels to abstraction is likely to be due to increased
induced leakage from surface water sources, either naturally through river beds or via
irrigation systems (canal and field losses). Future increases in abstraction would be
reflected in commensurate reductions in baseflow where there is scope for bed leakage
to replenish aquifer storage.
(i ) Only two out of every five wells in the project area have certified use
(iii) Almost 2200 boreholes are in operation by 580 users in the Syr Darlya basin. This
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compares with a national total in 1991 of 5864 [Ref X], so the Syr Dar'ya catchment
encompasses around a third of all abstraction anda third of all the wells in Kyrgyzstan.
(iv) While arable irrigation is the prime user of groundwater by volume (50%), it is clear
that one very important use of groundwater is public water supply, with 40% of all
abstraction being used for this purpose.
It was not possible in the time available to quantify the relative importance of groundwater for
domestic drinking water supply, other than in general terms, but some indication of its essential
role can be made. Bishkek and all principal provincial towns are supplied from groundwater via
boreholes or spring capture systems. About 35% of the 1994 national population of 4.5 million
is urban (see Appendix table K4), so perhaps about 1.6 million urban dwellers depend for
drinking water on groundwater supplies. Furthermore many rural dwellers in the Osh, Djalal-
Abad and Chiu Oblasts, where two-thirds of the rural population is located, are also likely to
depend on boreholes for drinking water purposes, becausethese areas are also where most of the
groundwater irrigation is concentrated. Staff at the KrgyzHydrogeological Survey estimated that
perhaps 80% of the population of Kyrgyzstan depends on wells, springs or galleries for drinking
water supply. This places a special quality demand on theaquifers used for potable purposes and
makes protection of sources an important public health concern.
43 Resounes and cunent use in TalikistanRepublic
These data are presented in Appendices T1-T3 and were collated during the latter part of July
but it was not possible to discuss them. with Tajik hydrogeologists as political unrest impeded
travel to Dushanbe. 30 important aquifer systems are reported on, 29 of which are Quaternary
unconsolidated deposits. Forecast resources, thought to be equivalent to the CliC2 resource
classification in use elsewhere in the project area, are estimatedto total 8548 MCM/a, equivalent
to about 70 m1/2,of which 2,750 MCM/a ( c.87 tn3/s)is listed as exploitable (thought to be
equivalent to A+B classes). Actual abstraction (date of figures unknown) stands at 2086 MCM/a
or 76% of exploitable reserves, and again no problems of local over-abstraction are cited.
It is notable that all 30 main aquifer systems provide groundwater for public supply (domestic
and drinking water purposes) and in one third of cases that is cited as the principal use.
Tajikistan's population in 1990 was 5.36 million, 31% of which is urban [Ref XIII]
4.4 Resumes and cunent use in UzbeldstanRepublic
Collated figures for Uzbekistan refer to the 7 Oblasts corresponding to the upper watersheds
project area; these are in both the Syr Dar'ya and AmuDar'yabasins,butit shouldbe noted that
W ARA1A P Sub-Project 7



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































substantial areas of Kashkadarya, Tashkent and especially Djizak Oblasts comprise lowland
plains which are outside the project area. This has complicated the data collation, and Appendix
Tables U1A,B although reproduced, should not be regarded as reliable indicators of reserves and
use in the project area. Instead such data have been taken from Appendix Tables U2-U4, which
catalogue details of the 37 main aquifer systems in the 7 Oblasts. A further refinement to the
total figures excludes from the 37 systems 7 of those lowland plain aquifers which are clearly
outside (west of) the project area; these are the deposits 23, 24, 26, 34, 35, 36 and 37. The
collated Certified (A+B), assessed (C1) and estimated (C2) resources in 1994 in the remaining
30 aquifer systems are all located in Quatemary and Pliocene river valley, intermontaine basin
or alluvial fan systems. According to the data supplied in Appendix U3 these together amount
to 4625 MCM/a. (Note; there remain inconsistencies in the data supplied, as this global figure
does not agree with the sum of used and not used resources in Appendix U4, the latter totalling
7061 MCM/a). Actual abstraction is assessed at 5040 and 5026 MCM/a in Appendices U2 and
133respectively, of which 892 MCM/a consists of soil waterlogging prevention and drainage.
According to the data presented in Appendix U4, groundwater for public supply (domestic and
drinking water) totals about 1633 MCM/a or 32% of all groundwater used, and it is again clear
that groundwater plays a pivotal role in providing domestic and drinking water supply both to
urban and rural communities. Table U6 sets out sources of public water supply for the major
urban centres in eastern Uzbekistan. All 7 provincial capitals are entirely or predominantly
groundwater dependent and almost 40% of the supply to Tashkent is similarly derived, so in
these urban areas alone perhaps more than 2.1 million inhabitants rely on groundwater for
domestic supply.
4.5 Upperwatembeds mource overview
The data on groundwater reserves and actual abstraction has been collated in Tables 4.1A,B. to
provide a summary of resources and current utilisation levels in the project area, but it must be
stressed that the overview is no more than preliminary. Not only do the data include some areas
outside the upper watersheds, and exclude other areas (eg the relevant sector of South
Kazakhstan Obkist), but also there are internal inconsistencies in some of the tabulated data that
need to be resolved. These cavecas made, the tables indicate that estimated groundwater reserves
(A+B+C1+C2) are of the order of 16,600.MCM/a, equivalentto about 527 m3/s,of which about
31% or c. 6,760 MCM/a is exploited. The pattern of useand the aquifer setting prompt a number
of comments relevant to land and water management in the upper watersheds:
• While, by volume, the main use of groundwater is for irrigation, principally of
field and orchard crops, there is clearly a very high dependence throughout
Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan on groundwater for domestic and drinking
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water supply. About a third of all groundwater pumped in Uzbekistan and
Kyrgyzstan is used for this purpose, with a similar or higher figure likely for
Tajikistan. The high socio-economic and public health value of this water use
places a premium on the protection of quality and on the sustainability of aquifer
production. The provision of alternative supplies would beinherently much more
expensive, because for viable alternatives (more distant unpollutedaquifers/spring
systems or treated river water) both substantial capital investment for the
engineering works and higher maintenance costs for system operation would be
involved.
The nature of the principal aquifer system, the Quaternary and Pliocene deposits,
will require sophisticated water resources management. It is widely reported that
recharge for these aquifers, most of which are geographically limited by
topography or geomorphology, is partly dependent on riverand canal bed leakage
and on infiltration of excess irrigation from field systems. The wide range of
elevations of the catchments supplying summer flows provides a prolonged high
baseflow period in many river tributaries to the Syr Dar'ya and Amu Darlya and
so despite the aridity of the river valleys and the intermontaine plains, surface
water is amply available for most of the year. This means that groundwater
levels, especially in the phreatic aquifer systems, will be relatively insensitive to
increased abstraction, because the resultant increased drawdowns will provide
storage volume which will induce more leakage from surfacewater systems. This
occurs both to shallow watertable aquifers and, more slowly by leakage, to deeper
semi-unconfined systems where the hydraulic head pennits. The compensatory
leakage will affect summer baseflows because that also coincides with the peak
demand for irrigation by groundwater. If a pattern of steadily increasing
abstraction developed, the effect will be cumulative downstream
Similarly, the effects of pollution of surface waters in this hydrogeological
environment has an important bearing on groundwater quality. One of the
advantages of abstraction from groundwater is that its quality is relatively stable
compared to the frequent transient effects that characterise riverabstractions. Even
where there is hydraulic connection and bed leakage, such transients, often of
only a few hours or days duration have little effect because of the large storage
in intergranular groundwater aquifer systems. Equally though, any long-term
deterioration in river water quality will eventually be reflected in any connected
aquifers, and any such degradation will persist long after improvements to river
quality have been attained.
WA RMAP Sub-Pmect 7
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While it is important not to over-interpret the figures in Tables 4.1A,B due to
their preliminary nature, it does appear thatin the upper watersheds, at the present
stage of groundwater development there is less exploitable groundwater resource
available in Uzbekistan than in either Kyrgyzstan or Tajikistan. In Uzbekistan
actual annual abstraction (excluding soil drainage areas) is already 50% greater
than A+B 'safe yield' resources and is 90% of A+B+C 1+C2 resources. This
contrasts with Kyrgystan and Tajikistan, where current abstractions are much
closer to, or within, the 'safe yield' resource estimates. Taking the upper
watersheds project area as a whole, current total pumping is about 14% greater
than combined A+B resource.
The combination of these three factors; high dependence on groundwater for public supply,
current abstraction rates already larger than the A+B exploitable resource and strong surface
water/groundwater interaction are likely to constrain thescope for substitution, of surface water
resources by groundwater as a possible strategy option for resource reallocation at an
international scale. There may however be opportunities for groundwater resource reallocation
at a national level by internal agreements, for instance to safeguard the public health role of
clean groundwater as a source of domestic and drinking water supply.
On a more general note, there is clearly much detailed information available from the
hydrogeological survey departments, especially in Uzbekistan, where it is estimated that the two
national monitoring networks jointly exceed 34,500 wells.The figures collected cover the fields
of resource, evaluation, abstraction and water quality, andare so numerous as to be very difficult
to use for surveillance or trend analysis, and impossible tocollate for integrated river basin water
management purposes. The Uzbekistan data for instancewas collected from different sources and
contained significant inconsistencies, which Uzbekgidrogeologia themselves acknowledge to be
not uncommon. There appears to be a case for a data management project perhaps using one of
the smaller republics such as Kyrgyzstan as a pilot area. This would allow the very
comprehensive data which has been (and at a reduced scale continues to be) collected to be
organised in such a way that it could provide state and river basin water resource managers with
more effective decision-making tools.
5. WATER QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS
Similar features were reported on natural groundwater quality from each of the 3 main republics,
so for convenience they will be treated together. The effectsof human activities on water quality
are being assessed in another WARMAP project task, so these features will only be referred to
in brief. Typical macro-element compositions are reported in Appendix sets K, T, and U.
WARMAP Sub-Project 7
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Baseline major ion chemistry throughout the project area reflects the effects of residence time
and interaction with the host rock through which recharging groundwater has passed. Thus some
sinuous shallow river valley alluvial/fluvioglacial deposits such•as Faizabad-Kalaidasht-
Dashtirabat in Tajikistan and the Kugart River valley in Kyrgyzstan show the low mineralisation
typical of a rapid recharge shallow aquifer, with chloride and sulphate concentrations generally
below 100mg/1.Deeper systems, and those where confining conditions haveimpeded circulation
start to show increased hardness with calcium and magnesium greater than 150 and 75 mg/I
respectively and associated sulphate concentrations from 750 to more than 1300 mg/1. This is
especially the case where the aquifer is composed of, or receives recharge from a hinterland of
Upper Tertiary formations, because these are frequently gypsiferous. High sulphate appears to
be a greater problem than salinity, and chloride values are generally below the 250 mg/1 WHO
guideline value (although there are exceptions such as Lyakat-Savat and the Syr Dar'ya valley
itself, where the chloride content may reflect recharge of surface water which is itself salinised
upstream from the Fergana intermontaine basin). In contrast a number of aquifer deposits show
sulphate concenrations in excess of the WHO guide level of 400 mg/1 (eg Kasansai, Narin,
Chirchik-Keles, Sherabab in Uzbekistan, Kirsorovat, Golodnostep, Lyakat-Sovat in Tajkistan).
A useful 1990 review of groundwater resources and quality [Ref X] in Kyrgyzstan reports on
almost 2350 analyses from over 1350 wells and 93 sources of pollution, and provides valuable
detailed information on natural water quality and groundwater pollution problems encountered.
The report refers to 5864 wells, 103 springs and 39 infiltration galleries in operation nationally
in 1990. The review cites examples of groundwater quality deterioration from human activities.
In Bishkek, elevated high nitrate and chromium concentrations are reported from the area of an
agricultural machinery factory due to inadequate effluent disposal facilities, and other urban and
industrial landfill leachate problems are alluded to. A number of point pollution incidents are
reported from mining and minerals processing plants. High cyanide and sulphate from tailings
lagoons seepage, together with high nitrate (presumably from oxidation in the unsaturated zone
of cyanide salts used in ore processing additives) are noted. The review recommends that plants
should be equipped with adequate treatment facilities for generated wastes,better wastewater re-
use technologies including closed cycle techniques and education of industrialists and the public
in environmental protection issues.
In Tajikistan, mining, industry, food processing, construction materials, cattle breeding farms,
irrigated agriculture and urbanisation are cited as the main polluting activities. Noteworthy
examples of diffuse pollution from agriculture were cited as the Dalversin (east of Samarkand),
Nau-Kostakoz, Karakchikum-Kanibadam and Isfara aquifers (south of Dushanbe) all with
mineralisation in the range 1000-3300 mg/1 and nitrates 20-110 mg/I. Ore processing effluent
have been problematic, one effluent leakage incident produced samples with 5400 mg/I
mineralisation and sulphate concentrations over 3000 mg/1. An industrial pollution incident
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example from a nitrogen fertiliser plant produced extremely high concentrations of nitrogen
compounds (ammonia 630-2675 mg/I, nitrite 33-182 ing/1and nitrate 10-133 mg/I).
6. PROPOSALS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT IN
THE UPPER WATERSHEDS
On the basis of the groundwater information supplied during the visit, there appears at present
to be little evidence of groundwater resource depletion in the upperwatershed project area. There
are for instance no reports of over-abstraction from any of the counterpart agencies contacted.
However, some concern has been expressed over contamination problemsfrom industrial, mining
and mineral processing activities, and high sulphates andnitrates are widely cited as the product
of pollution from agricultural sources, both in diffuse form as a result of leaching from
(over)irrigated land and as point pollution from intensive livestock and poultry-rearing units.
High sulphate is.also a natural wale quality problem insome aquifers where echarge has passed
through gypsiferous Upper Tertiary formations. It therefore appears that degradation of the
groundwater resource is more likely to occur as a resultof water quality deterioration than from
over-abstraction.
From discussions held with counterpart staff at meetings in Tashkent and Bishkek, three possible
areas of institutional support arose: techniques of protection of potable groundwater sources, data
management and water/wastewater management. These areas of interest could form the basis of
a groundwater resource management element of the second phase of the WARMAP project
6.1 Protection of potable groundwater sources
The heavy dependence throughout the upper watersheds on groundwater for domestic and
drinking water supply has already been pointed out; around 2.1 million city dwellers alone in
Uzbekistan, perhaps 80% of all domestic supplies in Kyrgyzstan and public supply abstraction
from all 30 of Tajikistan's main aquifers all testify to the pivotal public health and economic
roles played by groundwater in the region. Protection ofthe aquifers feeding public supply wells
is therefore a vital water resource management role. There was at meetings held with local
agencies a general appreciation of the need for a protection policy in respect of potable supply
sources, and considerable interest both in the kinds if measures already adopted in Western
Europe and elsewhere with the same objective and also in the use of the tools which would
enforce such a policy. Uzbekistan for instance has produced large scale national vulnerability
maps, but has not used them for any policy development or land-use planning purposes.
Institutional support for the development of national groundwater protection policies appears
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strong and could take the following form:
identification of the objectives of a national policy
moves to standardise policy objectives amongst the Central Asian republics
development of policy tools along the lines already successfully implemented in
Western Europe, North America and in some states in Latinamerica and the
Caribbean These tools include inter alia hazard identification and pollution load
assessment surveys, land zoning by aquifer vulnerability mapping and source
protection zone delineation, development of institutional, planning and legal
sanctions to control activities hazardous to potable supplies
Training needs could be metthrough in-house institutional support and include a workshop,
drawing for instance on the expertise of WHO-PAHO, which has considerableexperience in the
field of groundwater protection, having organised with the aid of professional presenters similar
events throughout Latinamerica, the Caribbean and in Southeast Asia.
6.2 Data management
The system of groundwater monitoring in the Central Asian republics is enormous; Uzbekistan
alone has twin systems covering more than 34,500 wells. However it appearsthat although very
comprehensive in its areal coverage, this system is not well attuned to the needs of basin-wide
resource management, and the fact that in the main it is still a paper record(apart from a ,pilot
project in Karakulpakstan) makes data synthesis for planning and predictive purposes virtually
impossible. It is proposed that support be given to helping key institutions in each republic
establish, in parallel, a groundwater data management system using modem interactive databasing
programmes, with a subsidiary/secondary option to interface with a GIS system which would
help manipulation and visualisation of the data for national resource planning and management.
Training needs could be met by accompanied visits to agencies in WesternEurope where such
techniques are in operation on a routine basis, and also to a number of emergingnations where
simple systems are being developed in tune with local needs.
63 Wateriwastewatermanagement
There is some concern that the system of planning and regulation implicit in the centralised
command economy of the former Soviet Union is falling into disuse in the new post-Soviet
liberalised economic climate. It is essential to ensure that in respect of groundwater,due concern.
is paid to the recquirement to reconcile competing, sometimes contradictorydemands for the use
of the land surface with the need to protect and maintain the integrity of underlying and down-
gradient groundwater resources.
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The approach adopted in most countries has been to institute some form of licensing, whereby
water users and water/effluent disposers alike are required to carry out their business according
to certain technical criteria, standards or conditions as set out in a user-specific licence. The
polluting potential of any activity at the land surface and the vulnerability and scarcity of the
resource are reflected in the conditions attached to the licence. Charging mechanisms can also
be utilised to favour particular uses of groundwater, suchas for public supply, in accordance with
strategic policy objectives. These may include improved waste handling, storage or treatment for
particular industrial effluent. The licensing authority and its surveillance/regulatory function are
usually self-supporting, financed from part of the licence charges. Such a licensing system would
perform one of the legal and executive roles of national policies put in place to ensure that the
value of the water resource is truly accounted in the economy.
It is therefore proposed that consideration be given to assisting institutional development of a
water and wastewater regulatory system based both on valuing abstracted groundwater resources
and pricing/controlling practices which could threaten those resources.
6.4 Other recommendations
The ToR of the this consultancy did not include assessmentof institutional operational needs,
but there did appear to be a need in both the Hydrogeological Surveys visited for some modest
improvement in computing facilities (PCs, printers, software) and in basic hydrogeological field
items such as field water level and physico-chemical measuring equipment. Investment in these
basic facilities has virtually ceased since the renublies independénte.
7. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTh, LIST OF INFORMATION SOURCES
Most of the information gleaned during the visit was obtained with the help of local professional
hydrogeologists, who provided both their time at numerous meetings and compiled data to
reinforce the resource assessment, current development stage and water management sections.





Head of Hydrogeology Dept, SANHRI, Room 59, 4th Floor,
Karasu 4h 11, Tashkent 700187 Tel 3712-651258 Bus, 3712-
657978 Res
Senior hydrogeologist, Uzbekgidrogeologia Corporation, 64
Morozov Street, Tashkent Tel. 3712-627592
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Head of Hydrogeology Dept, Kyrgyzgidrogeologia Survey,...
Bishkek
Head of groundwater modelling laboratory, Kyrgyz Scientific &
Research Institute of Irrigation (KSRID, 4A DushanbinskayaStreet,
Bishkek 720055. Tel 3712-212934 Bus, 3712-244901E-mail LI @
TTEBISHKEK.SU, Fax 3312-218522
Tajikistan:
Akmal Akhmadov via data coordinator Sirozjidin Aslov, Tel 3772-278383 Home,
3772-340830 Bus; based in Tajik Hydrometeorological Service,
Dushanbe
Dr Rakmanov, assistant director of the KSRII, was particularly helpful during two visits to
Bishkek, and the services of Ms Taissia Oleinikova, interpreter at WARMAP, were invaluable. -
It was not possible in the time available to establish contact with hydrogeologists in Kazakhstan
Republic, but for future reference, the following professionals could provide access to
hydrogeological information on the Republic;
Prof V.Veseloy Director, Institute of Hydrogeology and Hydrophysics (IHH),
National Academy of Sciences, 94 Ch.Valikhanov Street, Alma-
Aty 480100. Tel. 3272-614609, Fax 3272-696116, E-mail
VLADIMIR @SU.ALMA-ATA.ITPM.IHH
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APPENDIX KS LEGEND EXTRACT FROM HYDROGEOLOGICAL MAP OF REPUBLIC
OF KYRGYMTAN
From Technical Atlas of Kfigyznan, Moscow 1987-see pp50-51 for distribution
A.
flow.
ro n water 'nternsoacons includideeaconfined co di•'nci11ianular
aQ1,Quaternary-Recent sand, gravel & pebble/cobble beds; rare sandy clay


2 ap,pQ L Quaternary-Recent alluvium; (a) pebbly/cobbly gravel, layered with sandy 'barns (b) locssial
silts with gravel lenses
3 IQ M.Quatemary-Recent coarse lacustrine deposits; sands, coarse gravels, loarns, pebble beds
4 gQ M/U.Quaternary coarse glacial deposits, cobbles, pebbles, gravels, sands
5 f,fpQ M/UQuatemary fluvioglacial deposits; cobbles, pebbles, gravels, sands, silty sands
oun w in Tert• & es z ic fo at• s n e and •ed t m asse-t d sit.
with extensiv eva 'tic beds
6 N-Q U.Pliocene-I,Quaternary interstratified conglomerates, sands, pebbly sandy clays
7 N stratified (J.Tertiary gravelly conglomerates, sands with gypsum & salt horizons
8 P U.Tertiary marl & limestone with gypsum & salt, sandy clay in upper part
9 K Cretaceous conglomerates, sandstones, shales, gypsiferous marls, limestones, heterogeneous
sandstones & conglomerates
10 J Jurassic interbedded sandstones, shales, coal horizons
11 T-J Jurassic-Tnassic conglomerates with sandy shales
' la• oic & se itemoic and effus've)atio
12 PZ U.Palaezoic terrigenous & carbonate formations; conglomerates, sandstones, shales, limestones
13 PZ U/M.Palaeozoic carbonate & terrigenous formations; limestones, sandstones, shales
14 P7 M.Pa laezoic tern genous, me tamorphic, volcanic formations; sandstones,conglomerates, shales,
phyllitcs, quartzites, limestones, marbles, volcanics
15 P7 L.Palaeozoic terrigenous & volcanic & metasedirnents; sandstones, conglomerates, shales,
slates, phyllites, quartzites, limestones, marble, volcanics
16 P-C Precambrian mainly melasediments and metavolcanics; marble, limestones, volcanics












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Hydrogeologicallythe territory of Uzbekistan Republic is divided into 2 provinces, the
piedmont and foothill mountain areas and the valley-lowlands.The areas of intensive
developmentof fresh groundwaterresourcesare in the mountains. Onthe plains, there is
groundwaterbut with high salinity and limitedresources.
Piedmontand foothillmountainouspmvince
Thisprovinceisdividedintomountainsystems,foothills/piedmontand intermontainevalleys.
Mountains:These comprisea very complexnucleusof tectonisdanticlinalstructures. Here
one can fmd fissureand karst-fissurewater in carbonaterocks, fissurewaterin metamorphic
shales, sandy shale formationsand volcanosedimentarydeposits and intergranularflow in
some terrigenouscomplexesof Mesozoicrocks.Groundwaterderivesfromthe infiltrationof
precipitation,the intensityof which dependson the lithologyof the rocksand the amountof
precipitation, which itself varies with elevation and geographical location. The most
favourableconditionsfor groundwaterrechargeare foundbetweenthe elevationsof 1,500-
3,500m,wherethe greatestamountof precipitationis observed.This zoneis characterisedby
maximum groundwaterflow rates(rechage?):for carbonaterocks theirvalue reaches 12
1./s/km2,for sedimentaryor magmaticcomplexit is 8-91/s/km2,for metamorphicsandyshale
it is 3-5 1/s/km2and for terrigenous Mesozoic/Cenozoicit is 1-3 1/s/km2.The minimum
values of groundwaterflow rate(rechage) are observedin all water containingrocks below
1500melevationbecausehere the amountof atmosphericprecipitationisrather low, and the
evaporationrate is considerable.Groundwaterresourcesof mountainareasin Uzbekistanare
about 105mVsecas follows;






5.9 Namangan,Andijan and FerganaOblasts,
<2% central Kzyl-Kumdesert.
Over 80% of the total dynamicresourcescontributeto surfacewater coursesThe resources
occur in fracture flow or karst fissure system and as sub-channel flows(unded7ow7) of
mountain river valleys.Whle these are importantfor water supply, their withdrawal will
directlyaffectthe amountof surfacewater flowand theresourcesof groundwaterin foothills
and intennontaineareas.
• : are representedby low rows of hills which flank intermontaineareas,
formed as synclinalbasins, often artesian. In this area,phreatic and confinedgroundwater
(recharge)derivesbothfromprecipitationandinflowofsubsurfacewater.Theysupplymainly
adjacentartesianbasins.The rocksare principallysandyclayswhich formpiedmont/foothills
and are weaklysaturated.The qualityof subsurfacewater is variable,fromfresh to brine. In
Kokuralpiedmontplain,freshartesianwaterflowsfromsandygravelsedimentsat the depth
of 100mand more. The water resourcesare estimatedas 1.0 mVsecand are the mainsource
of public water supply and pasture irrigation.Thetypicaldischargeof a boreholeis 10-15Us.
In the foothills of Zerafshanconfined graveland pebbleaquifersproducemainlyfresh and
slightly saline water. The resourcesare negligible.Boreholedischargeis up to 10-151/sand
is used for public water supplyand livestockwatering.The totalamountof dynamicreserves
of groundwaterin the foothills is about 295 m'/sec.
Mountain massifs are separated by river valleys and
intermontainebasins which are representedby synclines.The axes of almostall such plains
are coincide with the river valleys. In the intemiontaineplains, phreatic and confined
groundwateroccurs. Quality and quantityis differentdependingon the rechargeconditions,
circulation and on discharge. In central parts of depressions,groundwaterwith increased
salinity predominates, due to difficult conditions for groundwater flow. Fresher water in
Quaternarydepositsare referredto peripheralfansandto the so-calledgravel/shingletongues
in the loam layers (central Fergana,easternpart of HungrySteppe)
Artesian Watersare derived from Mesozoicand Tertiarydeposits and vary both in quantity
and quality. In sandy, pebbly strata of the UpperTertiary,freshwateroccursbut is scarce.In
Lower Tertiary deposits, highly saline and very oftenthermalwaters are mainlyfound.
Groundwater reserves of intermontainebasinsare manytimes more than the demandsof
public water supply and industrialwatersupply(sic). Withinintermontainebasinsandriver
valleys, water of Quaternary formationsof differentgenesis is of great practical value.
Considerablereserves of fresh g-oundwater(90-95%)are formed in the basins,mainlydue
to losses of surface water from rivers, canal and fieldirrigationsystem. River valleysare
formed by alluvial graveUpebbleformations(main rivers)and older alluvial barns, sands,
gravels and pebble beds, and the thicknessof such depositsis 100-300m.A very productive
flow of groundwatercan be foundthere.The formationof groundwaterflowstartsat the exit
of rivers from the mountain region and down along the valley the reserves increase
continuouslydue to lossesfromthe river itself,fromtheirrigationnetworkand irrigatedlands
and from grnundwater flow from the mountain streams (sai) and from the surrounding
mountainousranges. Dischargesof boreholescan be upto 100 Vsper morewith the specific
discharge(specificcoperiry?)of up to 50 Us/rn.
Fergana valley is rich in groundwater.Productivereservesof groundwaterare 289 m3/sas
recharge. When withdrawal of groundwateris high, surface water decreasesby 250 m1/2.
Intensiveuse of groundwaterwill resultin reductionofevaporationfromShallowgroundwater
levels, will improve the capacity of saline soils and willprovide inamsed water resources
by a value which is close to the value of evaporationfromthe groundwaterlevel(40 m3/s).
In the basin of Chirchik and AkhangaranRivers, abota140 nf/sec is formed,namely 90
ni3/secin Chirchik,33 m3/secin Akhangaran,14m3/seein Syr Darya.Waterlevelsare found
mainly at 1-5m in depth. Boreholeyields can be about180 Vs.Groundwateris mainlylost
to river channels, irrigation collectordrains and by evaporationfrom the water table. In the
Pskent area (uppennost river valleyof Chirchik),semi-artesianand sometimesartesianwater
is found in pebble beds at a depth of 200-400m.Productiverenewablereservesof the water
are 1.3 m3/sec.Single borehole dischargesreach50 l/sand more.
The total productivereserves of groundwaterwhicharesuitablefor publicwatersupplyand
irrigation in Hungry Steppe are about 32 m3/secThe largestreservesof groundwaterare in
the northeasternpart of HungrySteppe,wherethe confinedwater levelis at 5-400m deep.
Between the basins of Syr Darya and Amu Darya rivers there is a transitionzone which
includes the valley of Sanzar River, Gallja'aral, Koitash, Koshrabad,Nurata and Arnasai
depressionsandsurroundingnorthernand southernrangesof NurataMountains.In the valley
of Sanzar River, there are fresh groundwateris highly developed,andthe reserves are 3
mYsec. Single borehole discharge is up to 50 1./s.In Gallja'aral Koitashand Koshrabad
depressions,there are small reservesof groundwater.Water is of mixedsalinity, from fresh
to brackish. Dischargeof a single boreholeis 5-10 l/s, seldom 15 Us.Thetotal productive
reservesof goundwater hereare estimatedas 7.1 m3/sec.In Nuratatectonicbasin, freshwater
is mainly found in pebblysands, loarnsand sandstones.Boreholedischargeare up to 25 Us.
The total reservesof groundwaterare 1.7resec. Waterof suchtectonicbasins can be used
for irrigationand rural water supply.
In the middle part of Zerafshanbasin (Zerafshanintermontainevalley)andin the lowerpart
of it (Bukharaand Kxakul oases) groundwateris widespread.Reservesof the present day
Zerafshanrivervalleyare 95 resec and are derivedfromlossesof river,canalsand irrigated
lands. In the irrigatedzone of Karakuland Bukharaoases,groundwateris found at a depth
of 1.5-3 m. The salinity varies from slightly saline to saline. Productivereserves of
groundwaterare estimatedat 38 nf/sec. This water canbe usedfor publicwater supply and
as additional source for irrigation. In Kitab-Shakhrisjabskayainland depression,about 8
rrNsecof goodqualitywatercan be takenfromgraveVpebbledeposits,theboreholedischarge
being about 25 Us.
Fresh, slightly saline and saline groundwaters are found in the middle reaches of
KashkadariyaRiver, in UpperTertiarysandstones.Waterhere is confmedand at a depth of
20-50 to 105m. Borehole dischargesare typicaly about 5 Vs.Reservesof this water (2
mVsec)can be used foragriculture,livestockwateringandindustrialsupply.In the valleypart
of Kashkadariyabasin, includingKarshy Steppe, saline confinedwateris found in marls,
limestones of the Lower Tertiary and sandstones of the upper Cretaceous.The artesian
boreholeshaveabout25 Usdischarge.Thedepthof aquiferlevelincreasesfromnorthtowards
the southand west from 100-150to 300-450m.Reservesof thiswater (about1.5 m3/sec)can
be used for pasture irrigationand industrialsupply.
Sukhandariyaand Sherabadriverbasinsare characterisedby unevendistributionof fresh and
slightly saline groundwater.On the eastern bank of the Sukhandariyariver, there is no
groundwaterof regionaldistributionand suitablefor use.Freshgroundwateris spreadwithin
the alluvial fans and flowsintowesternvalleysof Sukhandariyariver andlower parts of the
valley. Productivereservesof groundwaterfromthose fans are 17 m'/sec.Within the lower
part of Sukhandariyariver valley, fresh and slightlysaline groundwateris found along the
river bed. The estimatedreservesof groundwaterhere are about3.5 nPsec and those of the
whole valley 16 &see. Water level is at differentdepths (from 1-2to 10-15m).Typical
boreholedischargesareabout 15Vs.In the Sherabadriverfan,freshwateroccurs in the form
of lensesof fresherwater in sandy beds at 100mdepth.Reservesof thiswater are about 0.3
ntl/sec. Dischargesof singleboreholeswhenwithdrawnare about25 Vs.Withinthe Baisoun
groupof intermontainebasinsinGhyssarmountains,groundwateris confmedmainlyto saline
water in Cretaceousdepositswhich are at 300 m depth.The reservesareunknown,but it is
assumedthat they may be enoughto water pastureregions.Freshwateris found in the zone
of fracturesor faults and locallyin Quaternarydeposits.
APPENDIX U7 SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES ON GROUNDWATER IN REPUBLIC OF
UZBEKISTAN
This information was supplied by Dr Sorokina Iraida; who heads the Hydrogcological Dept of
SANIIRI at meetings on 17 & 18 July 1995.
Groundwater investi ation & evaluation:
This role is carried out by Uzbekgidrogeologia Corporation, which is a dependency of the Ministry
of Geology, and this reflects a functional division between groundwater investigation and resource
definition on the one hand and groundwater operations and day-to-day management on the other. The
latter role is undertaken by different organisations under the umbrella of the Ministry of Water
Resources Development. Uzbekgidrogeologia Corporation (UC) is responsible for initial resource
identification, through field mapping and aquifer testing programmes, and also for the quantification
of groundwater quality and quantity. It applies a 4-tier system of resource assessment which was said
to be Sovict-wide; classes A, B, CI and C2:
The system in effect takes account of the unavoidable uncertainties in the safe yield from a given
groundwater system during its early period of exploitation, when the data base is small and there may
be inadequate information on aquifer geometry, boundary conditions or recharge mechanisms. Watcr
is assessed in response to a demand, and the quantity required is then compared with the volume of
water available in classes A & B. I This important point was subsequently checked in Kyrgyzstan,
where a similar system operates; see final text of rcport section 4.1.
erational or anis tion of roundwatcr abstracti n:
Like other water related applied research or planning and design institutes, such as Vodprocct,
Uzsiprovodkhoz, Uzgipromeliostroi, SANIIRI is a dependency of the Ministry of Water Resources
Management (MWRM). Its present role in Uzbekistan is therefore one of technical advice to MWRM
in the operation of water systems.
Actual field operations involving groundwater development are controlled by 13 operational units,
which are geographically organised, one for each Oblast. These are field units responsible for land
drainage and reclamation issues, and monitoring of water level and some simple water quality
surveillance for agricultural purposes is carried out to support this function. The monitoring network
is vast, numbering about 34,000 wells, located only in the irrigated areas; typical network density is
about 1 well to 200 ha. Measuring frequency for water levels is every 10 days, with water sampling
in April, July and October, corresponding to spring pre-seeding flooding for desalinisation purposes,
mid-crop and post-crop periods. Quality sampling can be for major ions (Ca, Mg , Na with K, CI,
HCO3, SO,) if considered necessary, but is generally just for total mineralisation (evaporated dry
residue) and Cl. Recently the number of analyses has declined due to reagent shortages. The data are
compiled by each field unit into regular reclamation digests which include sections, with maps at
1:100,000 and 1:200,000 on water level, semi-artesian head where applicable, water and soil salinity.
As well as monitoring, the field units have a surveillance function, which arises both from detection
of adverse trends from the monitoring network, and from their agricultural extension service function,
in that farmers can report to the field units the development of waterlogging or salinity increases.
A third element in water management infrastructure operated through MWRM comprises a series of
administration departments. These are organised by topic rather .than geographically, and cover,
amongst other topics, irrigation, land reclamation, canal/river pumping stations, waterlogged land
dewatering.
